MGLC Meeting Agenda

February 4th, 2016

Master of Science in Law presentation (Susan Dennehy)

More info:

Calling all STEM majors interested in Law, Business, and Technology!

The one-year Master of Science in Law (MSL) program at Northwestern Pritzker School of Law prepares students for careers at the intersection of law, business, and technology. Designed especially for students with engineering, science, technology, mathematics, and medical backgrounds, the MSL provides practical, focused, business-centered legal training that enables students to communicate across disciplines; develop, protect, and manage intellectual property; bring ideas to market; and navigate the legal and regulatory structures that exist in STEM settings. MSL graduates are well positioned for careers as: patent agents; IP/patent portfolio managers; scientific and/or technical consultants; business developers; business managers; regulatory strategists; compliance officers; patent coordinators; entrepreneurs; and more. Scholarships are available.

Learn more by joining our webinar Feb 22 at 12pm. We will provide a comprehensive overview of the MSL program, including curriculum, full-time and part-time scheduling, career opportunities, and more. We will also take questions from the audience. Join the webinar online: www.law.northwestern.edu/msl

Anyone interested in the Master of Science in Law program is welcome to contact Susan Dennehy, Administrative Director, at susan.dennehy@law.northwestern.edu.

Event Recap

- Powerpoint Karaoke
- McCormick Grad Night at Bat17
  - 98 people came, ~$2100 cost
  - Wrist bands are unnecessary if Bat17 is closed to the public

Updates

- Website/FB/LinkedIn
  - Our new website is live, thanks June and Aymeric:
    http://www.mccormick.northwestern.edu/graduate-leadership-council/
o Aymeric will be looking into posting links to past meeting minutes and future meeting schedules
o June is talking with McCormick marketing/NUIT to see if we can get a calendar integrated, along with an option to add calendar to Google Calendars.

• PFF/PFP
  o One PFF and PFP seminar this quarter
    ▪ February 15th and 29th weeks
    ▪ How to decide between academia and industry
      • Professor Chris Wolverton (Bruce gave more suggestions as well) contacted, but hasn’t been responsive
      • Ed Colgate?
      • IEMS?
    ▪ Alternative PFF seminar (if professors aren’t responsive) –
      ▪ How to transition to faculty through post-docs (student panel)
    ▪ How to apply for jobs and negotiating offers
      • Collaboration with MCD

• Engineering Grand Prix
  o Jaye: “I hope we have that meeting tomorrow with Matsuo”
  o ~4-6 people interested in being Challenge Leads
    ▪ Aiming to meet with challenge leads in the next week

• Transferable Skills Workshop
  o February 25th and March 3rd for Solidworks (5-9PM)
  o Stats workshop with Hayley – March 8th-10th
  o Other Matlab workshop has not been scheduled yet
  o Sahil is interested in doing a Python workshop in Spring quarter
    ▪ Possibly could be a series (Curtis offered to help)

• GLAC
  o Meeting this past Tuesday with Penny Warren from TGS about changes to Community Building Grant applications/reporting
    ▪ The mid-March report will be removed
    ▪ New groups will now be able to submit CBG proposals in mid-May so that they can have funding available by the September (typically, CBG decisions and funds are released in Oct./Nov.)

• Wine and Dine and Alternative Careers Panel
  o Bravos is no longer in business, Peter is going to start contacting new venues.
  o Nathan van Winkle and Sachin

• Lunch w/ Dean Ottino
  o We’re in talks with Carol Berry – still waiting on a list of dates. Doodle poll will be sent out once we get that list

• Second City*, not Adler (co-sponsored by Mat. Sci.)
- Will shoot for beginning of May and reserve spots for 40 people. No need for a bus home
- Dinner/meetup beforehand to encourage mingling?

**New event ideas**

- Too Much Bath Water Makes the Baby Go Blind
  - 30 comedic plays in 60 minutes
  - Neo-futurists theater, located in Andersonville (10 min west of Berwyn CTA stop)
  - Friday/Saturdays at 11:30PM or Sunday at 7PM
  - Would ideally have dinner/drinks beforehand.

- Ying – Museum of Science and Technology
  - Saturday/Sunday trip
    - No bus, but pay for lunch at Museum, which will gather people at a specific time.